Addendum 25: Designing Whole Cloth Quilts in Art and Stitch
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Introduction
Almost everybody begins quilting by taking beautiful pieces of cloth, cutting them up into little shapes, and
sewing them together in a lovely geometric design. However, when attending quilt shows, the quilts I
admired most were whole cloth quilts. Frequently, I prefer the wrong side of my quilts to the front. One
of my favorite books is Whitework Quilting by Karen McTavish. In a class I took from Karen, she said
something that has always stuck with me. She said to do three things: first, do what a hand-quilter would
do; second, stitch-in-the-ditch; and last, do the hardest thing.
I want my quilts to have the desired effect of creating the same positive and negative spaces of those
made by hand quilters, but I want to do it on my long-arm. I want a product that looks complicated, but
utilizing Art and Stitch so it can be sewn accurately and can be repeated. I may or may not add
background fillers with free-motion quilting. I keep all options open depending on the complexity of my
quilt. To achieve the desired effect I want to use every trick I can.
A couple of years ago, I quilted a pieced quilt utilizing rulers and free motion. It was a hit. The hours of
quilting paid off in a finished result that made me proud. Many people commented that the back of the
quilt was just as lovely as the front. I thought it would be a great exercise to see if I could do a similar
design utilizing Art and Stitch software. It was much easier and faster than I imagined. The techniques
used in crafting this quilt can be applied to design work for any quilt.
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You Have to Start Somewhere
Think about how you are going to stitch out your quilt. Design with your machine in mind. It may be
desirable to have lots of lines that extend over multiple throat spaces. But is that necessary for this quilt?
Decide what your focus is going to be. Perhaps it’s a medallion in the center. Whatever your quilt’s focus,
that is where you should begin. My idea revolved around a center section of curved diamond medallions.
I drew a diamond grid with the Line Tool. This was so easy.
By drawing one diamond, I used the Repeat Function to make my grid. Turning on Snap To Grid and
placing points for the first diamond, I repeated it 5 across and 4 down. I utilized this diamond grid only as
a planning guide.

Bijschrift afbeelding
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Think About How it will Stitch
It is best to plan, a row following a continuous path, as that is the most efficient. Utilizing the 3-Point-Arc
Tool I began placing arcs around a diamond to create a channel that would appear raised. I drew feathers
also utilizing this tool inside the arcs. My idea was to fill the center of each diamond with crosshatching
symbolizing the facets of a real diamond.

The machine needed to sew the top half of the medallion in a continuous path with only arcs across the
width of the quilt. Then the feathers could be sewn as individual designs. Could I repeat feathers and get
them to fit? All of the crosshatching could be done in one pass. Was this too ambitious? Here’s how it
worked.
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Planning the Arcs
The first row was fairly easy to make and to connect the arcs. I chose not to sew the inside arcs because
they would be sewn with the crosshatching fill. I could duplicate this row, mirror this row, and use it for
the last row. However, this row of arcs would not work for the inside rows because the innermost arcs
would be created with the crosshatching motif.

I created another row of arcs for the inside of the design. This row required two passes to avoid having
overstitching of one arc. The design starts on the left and sews to the right. I utilized the Snap to Grid Tool
to make sure all points would connect perfectly. Each pass of sewing is distinguished with a different
color. This helps avoid confusion when identifying which row is being sewn out or when selecting a row
needing an adjustment. Each part of the design is saved as a separate unit before continuing to the next
step.
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Planning the Arcs - cont’d

By duplicating and mirroring the rows, a full design is completed. A quick zoom to reshape points utilizing
the Snap-To-Grid Function connects points perfectly. This part of the design is saved as a separate unit
before continuing to add the crosshatching just in case it needs revisions.
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Planning the Arcs - cont’d
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Designing the Crosshatching
Next, the interior diamond shape was created with the 3-Point-Arc Tool to mimic the exterior arcs with
Snap-to-Grid still active. This shape was made in a different color because it would be sewn separately.
The curved diamond shape was turned into a closed shape so it could be filled with crosshatching.

The diamond shape was copied and pasted, creating a second diamond shape so the design could be
completely stitched again after the crosshatching was sewn, to accentuate the shape. Then it was filled.
By manipulating the starts and stops on the crosshatching and the diamond shape, the crosshatching
started on the left point and the diamond shape finished on the right so a continuous line could be sewn
across the quilt in one pass for each row of crosshatching. By selecting both the crosshatching and the
curved diamond shape, repeats could be made five across and four down. By duplicating and moving a
single design pair (fill plus the second diamond shape) into the second row, repeats could be made that
snapped right into place to fill the rest of the design. Again, each pass was a different color for ease when
selecting the stitches to be sewn on each row.
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Designing the Crosshatching - cont’d
Now that this part of the quilt is complete, it is saved as a separate unit.
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Filling in the Small Feathers
The four open areas around the design were to be filled with feathers. These feathers were designed with
the 3-Point-Arc Tool right on the single design. It was only necessary to digitize one feather. Again using
Duplicate, Mirror, Move, Align-To-Top and Repeat, the design was propagated with feathers. One feather
was duplicated, mirrored, and moved into place. The Align-To-Top put the two feathers at the same place
horizontally. This pair was duplicated to make a row. The only real trick was adding a horizontal distance
between the feathered pairs as they were, being repeated. Using the Measure tool, I estimated what the
distance would be from the edge of the feathered pair to the beginning of the next pair. It took a couple
to attempts to get it perfectly situated on the design.
Once the row was completed, it was duplicated, mirrored, and moved to the correct location in order to
finish the row of medallions. Having the feathers a different color from the rest of the design made it very
easy to select just the feathers in the Sequence View, in order to propagate the rest of the design using
the Repeat Function.
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Checking and Rechecking
Throughout this process these keyboard shortcuts were my friends: the Q (Quick Select), R (Reshape),
M (Move), Z (Zoom), and (N) Navigator. After completing each step of this process, it was necessary to
take a closer look to see if adjustments were required. As this is a very large quilt, it was impossible to
check without the assistance of the Navigator. By using the Navigator I could speed across the rows to
check each step.

Using Something You May Already Have
A border design was selected from Judy Allen Feathers in the Art and Stitch Library. When creating whole
cloth quilts, combining lots of designs from your arsenal makes the work go faster. Save all of the little
pieces and parts because you may find a use for them at a later time. I like the way Judy’s Corners work
with my design. The stitch out of this design could have been a problem depending on how the feathers
had been drawn. I needed them to extend through several throat depths. I checked it and felt it would
acceptable for my needs.

Designing with Art and Stitch makes it look like you did “the hardest thing”.
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